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A JOURNEY TO A NEW CULTURE OF PEACE
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But we need to go beyond “no.” Prevention is more than
just preventing something specific. It is about shaping the
world in which we want to live and thrive. We need a vision
of what community should look like and what we need to
make it happen. This is the future of prevention. We believe
this future lies in creating areas of action in which peace
can flourish continuously.
To break away from the notion of the negative, we chose
to expand the concept of prevention. This issue focuses on
a “yes”. In addition to analyzing and highlighting current
social and political conditions, our authors examine the
possibilities for cultivating peace. All articles were written
exclusively for KOMPASS and illustrate how prevention can
grow to become a part of the social fabric.
Dr. Scilla Elworthy has a daring vision of a roadmap
to peace. Hans Jörg Friedrich of the Weltfriedensdienst
explores how prevention can work beyond notions of security and the ethics required for cohabitation. Dr. Martina
Fischer writes about the global players who are supposed
to ensure local peace. Dr. Wolfgang Heinrich examines the
implications of the United Nations Agenda 2030 and the
opportunities it provides for governments and civil society.
Our supplement “Hot Off The Press” deepens their insights
by conveying footnotes and resources.
In our view, it is crucial to identify and practice ways of
thinking that make peaceful coexistence possible. Some
who work in prevention are role models. We call them
peace punks because they are prepared to follow their convictions and often live radically. Their experiences provide
valuable incentive.
Opening new perspectives, inviting creativity—all of our
authors have pursued their own paths towards prevention
in the future; they are deconstructing and expanding the
idea of prevention to create an elaborate mosaic.
We look forward to a discussion that moves us forward.

04 — 05

KOMPASS-Team
Anne-Doerthe Beer and Joachim Christoph Wehnelt

MOSSARAT QADEEM
“YOU NEED TO HAVE
A VISION!”
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In times of massive violent conflicts, terrorist attacks and
shooting sprees, prevention is a key focus of politics, the
world community and the Civil Peace Service (ZFD). Our
response is to make prevention the central topic of the fifth
issue of KOMPASS. Prevention often means preventing
negative situations but violence and terror require all of
society to clearly say “no.”

PEACE PUNK
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A RADICAL LIFE TO MAKE PEACE HAPPEN

M O S S A R AT
QADEEM
I S E X E C U T I V E D I R E C T O R O F PA I M A N
A L U M N I T R U S T PA K I S TA N . T H E O R G A N I Z AT I O N H A S E S TA B L I S H E D T H E
CENTRE FOR CONFLICT TRANSFORM AT I O N & P E A C E B U I L D I N G I N I S LAMABAD, A RESOURCE CENTRE AND
TRAINING INSTITUTE ON THE SUBJECT FOR THE REGION AND BEYOND.
TRAINING MANUALS ARE DEVELOPED
IN THE CONTEXT OF THE CONFLICT
A N D I T S DY N A M I C S . PA I M A N ‘ S I N N O VAT I V E A N D I N D I G E N O U S M O D E L
OF ADDRESSING VIOLENT EXTREMISM VIA AN INTERNAL COMMUNITY
M E C H A N I S M C A L L E D “ T O L A N A” H A S
R E C E I V E D I N T E R N AT I O N A L R E C O G N I T I O N A N D I S B E I N G R E P L I C AT E D
IN THREE OTHER COUNTRIES. SEE
W W W. PA I M A N T R U S T. O R G

IN PAKISTAN, PEOPLE ARE THREATENED BY TERROR ATTACKS
ALMOST MONTHLY. MOSSARAT QADEEM WORKS WITH YOUNG
BOYS ON THEIR WAY TO BECOMING EXTREMISTS AND EMPOWERS
WOMEN TO ACT AS AGENTS FOR PEACE.
KOMPASS: After teaching political science at the University of Peshawar for 13 years
you decided to find an answer to violence and terror in Pakistan. What drove you to
focus on conflict prevention?
MOSSARAT QADEEM: When the conflict hit our region, we felt that we needed to intervene. We needed to come up with something so that people can resolve their conflicts
and would understand that extremism is affecting their lives negatively. I cofounded
PAIMAN Trust—paiman means “promise” in Pashtu, Urdu and Persian. Since 2004, we
have worked in the communities for those who have no representation and no recognition; who have always been ignored in development processes. This is why we started our
work: because of the challenges we were facing with violent extremism.
Violent extremists in Pakistan use teenagers to kill and take part in suicide bombings.
How do you deal with the aggression of a young man?
You know, the aggression around us is so pronounced, it is really difficult. When we start
dealing with these youths, they are very aggressive. They don’t believe in nonviolence,
they don’t believe that we should be accepting of others because they want to impose
their own way of thinking. This is the most challenging part. When we engage with the
boys, we start with self-assessment: Where am I wrong? What do I need for myself and
from my community? After that we engage in self-reform. How can I reform my thinking? How can I start thinking positively? We build a youth’s critical thinking skills so he
can raise questions when somebody tries to convince him. So this is a face-to-face transformation process. But the most important skill is the one that provides a livelihood. If
there is one thing we have learned, it is that these boys, tempted by the other side, don’t

What role can women play in the future of prevention?
At the moment, women are only brought into negotiations superficially. If we really want
them to play a significant role in conflict prevention and build peaceful communities, we
need to empower them economically. Then we need to give them the knowledge and the
skills to negotiate and knowledge of the issues. Then they can play a more effective role in
future conflict prevention.
Which tools work best in conflict prevention?
(Laughing) Prevention works when the conflict has not yet occurred. The best thing for
conflict prevention is to create awareness because there are indicators that there is going
to be an issue. Speaking from my own experience, you have to sensitize people and create
awareness in the community for these indicators. If these indicators present themselves,
it means you are going to face a conflict.
What indicators did you find?
We work in areas teeming with extremists and affected by violent extremism and we discovered that strangers would just come into these communities and distribute pamphlets
or hand out material. This is only one of the early warning signs to which we sensitize
communities. We also gave them the tools to deal with this, sensitizing other people in the
community so that they can all address the issue collectively. It is not the task of an individual or a single group to prevent the conflict. The whole community has to use the tool
to prevent things from actually happening.
So you create a community based on an early warning and early action system—excellent! What tools do you use afterwards?
We change the narrative. The extremists use those parts of the Quran that suit their objectives—and also their own version of the Islamic state, killing of non-Muslims etc. And we
create an alternative narrative to this; telling them that without the soil, without the land
we have no identity. Making Pakistan the basis of our identity, we bring them together
as Pakistanis as one group of people working together for the safety and security of our
people. We use togetherness, not otherness, as a tool; a commitment and allegiance to the
soil. And it works.
What impact do you see of non-violence as a means of conflict prevention?
Our women are nonviolent because they are concerned with social cohesion. We talk about
accepting different opinions, ethnic differences, sex and religious differences. That is what
we actually preach: that every individual can be different but that as a community, we
must live with differences. And this is the kind of non-violence we believe in.
This means you adhere to a strong vision. How important is it to have a vision to create
an impact in conflict prevention?
You need to have a vision! Without a vision, you won’t be able to move the way you want to
move, especially when it comes to conflict prevention. When we started to work with these
boys, the vision was really clear: We want a peaceful and stable Pakistan and we will not
achieve that unless we work together in a nonviolent way to address violence.
You have achieved a lot. What do you wish for the future?
I am internationally known for my expertise on countering violent extremism—and we
would love to share our organization‘s model and expertise with others. But there are
really few opportunities available to us. We are offering the expertise that has helped in
Pakistan and we developed a model that can be replicated throughout the world. If anyone
is interested, we are ready to work with them. This is a knowledge that can be utilized for
a better world.
Thank you so much for your insights and expertise!
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have goals in life. They feel they are the
most neglected and the most ignored.
So we try to give them this alternative
space to use and utilize their energy positively. When you are earning something,
you definitely also earn recognition and
respect—not only in the family but also
in the community.
How do you support reintegration into
the community?
After a young man is trained by us and we
believe that he can go back to the community, he works on activities we have
assigned to him. He performs his duties
in close cooperation with the PAIMAN‘s
Mothers and Youth peace groups, called
“TOLANA”, who are present in the community. TOLANA provide hand-holding, guidance, mentoring and supervision. Each
and every person who gets training from
PAIMAN goes back to the community and
then becomes a part of the Mothers and
Youth TOLANA according to their gender;
this is an internal community mechanism
to resolve feuds through dialogue and
create awareness.
So you start to work individually and
then over time you build up a network,
a peace infrastructure linking youths,
mothers and the community. How many
teenagers have you worked with so far?
We have positively transformed 1,230
vulnerable, extremist youths so far into
pro-Pakistani and active citizens with
positive attitudes and we have nurtured
thousands of young people, women,
mothers, civilians, government officials,
religious leaders and female teachers of
Maddrassa. When we started our work we
had no idea that it would become such an
effective non-violent movement.
You also focus strongly on women. Why?
When we started the project, we found
that women are overlooked most when it
comes to recognizing fundamental behavioral changes in their sons. Mothers can
help them understand the negative impact
of violent extremism.

“VALUES ARE ABOUT
THAT IS THE
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FOLLOWING THE TERROR ATTACKS AND SHOOTING RAMPAGES OF THE PAST FEW MONTHS, PREVENTION IS THE ORDER OF
THE DAY FOR GOVERNMENTS WORLDWIDE. MASSIVE SECURITY MEASURES REQUIRE A NEW DEBATE: WHAT PRICE DO WE
WANT TO PAY FOR FREEDOM? WHICH VALUES DO WE WANT? A CONVERSATION WITH HANS JÖRG FRIEDRICH FROM THE
WELTFRIEDENSDIENST ABOUT FEAR AS THE ENGINE OF PREVENTION AND THE STRENGTHS OF THE CIVIL PEACE SERVICE. (ZFD).
Following the terror attacks in Europe and the United
States, the governments of countless countries agreed
upon comprehensive prevention measures. Do we live
in a new age of prevention?
Hans Jörg Friedrich: Against the backdrop of terror and
shooting rampages, prevention can quickly become about
wanting to satisfy the need for security as quickly and completely as possible. We want to use technological measures
to make an individual incident that can happen anywhere
in the world impossible. That is one of the cases in which
prevention strikes me as particularly inappropriate.
What do we actually mean when we talk about
“prevention”?
I see in prevention a range of approaches. If an elder statesman gets a late-night phone call and the next morning he
is somewhere in the world to meet important figures in a
significant conflict in order to avert an escalation at the last
possible minute—then I would call that “acute prevention”.
I see something like “global prevention” on the other end
of the spectrum. That would be, for example, renouncing
arms exports. Not related to particular scenarios but with
a world-wide effect. And then there is the field of the Civil
Peace Service (ZFD) between these two poles. Let’s call it
structural prevention. We use this to strengthen the potential
for peace, which can be activated in particular potential crisis
areas. Peace committees are an example of this. Those are
sites of prevention and it cannot be taken for granted that
these sites exist.
What is the ethical basis for taking preventive
measures?
The tricky thing about prevention is that it wants to attain
something good but that it is not a primary value like peace.
Prevention demarcates the negative and devises strategies to
prevent it from happening—and suddenly we find ourselves
in a political and technological context and a relatively long
way from values and people.

When people are involved in prevention, then especially because they are afraid—of the consequences
of a changing world. Is prevention driven by fear?
Reacting to fear preemptively is short-sighted and in my
opinion results in helpless gestures or totalitarian structures. If we seriously want to respond preemptively to
frightening events such as terror and shooting rampages,
we have to say: “We are striving long-term for a peaceful
society.” This is a long process which at first glance doesn’t
seem to do justice to the acute nature of our fear but
leads to action if we take the first steps. Another path of
long-term prevention begins with the fear that arises from
the confrontation between the self and the other. Since I
never know the terrorist myself, since I cannot figure out
global dynamics, my anxiety creates a comprehensible
other and turns into fear of an imagined enemy. Dispelling
this through real encounters is the goal of mutual security
concepts. They can unleash great power. For example, we
work in Guinea in collaborative workshops with the police
and demonstrators prepared to use violence. The people
who once faced each other with clubs now speak with one
another, understand one another and even discover common interests.
Do we need special tools in prevention to deal
with fear?
At the moment fear creates a new authoritarianism. This
deceptive path from barely-perceived fear to opinion and
action is dangerous. What is important is for everyone to
first take stock of the situation: “Oh, I am afraid!” And then
to explore this alone and with others and to find a way to
deal with it. We need spaces and methods for this, yes.
One of ZFD’s special prevention skills is re-establishing contact between people. Does it even make sense
if the social context—meaning injustice—persists?
ZFD’s experience seems to show that being perceived—
someone simply listens—can lead to personal change,

CONNECTION —
CORE OF OUR WORK.”
in South Africa. And there is something that abides in values.
Who spoke of “glowing core” in this respect, Theodor
Adorno or Ernst Bloch? The glowing core is part and parcel
of human rights, it energizes us. There are words that describe this nucleus. “Dignity” is one of them. “Human dignity
shall be inviolable.” Who can actually define that—“dignity”?
And yet ultimately we all derive values from it and in the
conflicts between all of these human rights we need to remember this. In a Christian context—and we all look back at
2,000 years of Christian discourse—it’s love. Paul explained
very well how all good deeds amount to nothing without
love. The indigenous peoples of South America make sacrifices to Pachamama, of which everyone is also a part. That
is the core of our work. We have to return again and again
to the place where it is really vital. Only then is it possible to
decide if we are on the right path.
What do we need for a future of prevention based
on values?
A short time ago I would have said: We have to communicate more strongly the notion of structural prevention in
policy-making using networks of local actors in risk areas.
But actually, if prevention is going to succeed, we should get
away from the term itself since prevention is never far from
thoughts of security and, as we know, that is about exclusion. It has a negative reference point, it’s technocratic—can
I burn for this? Prevention needs to be replaced by peace
policy.
Thank you for this interview!
This interview was conducted by Anne-Doerthe Beer and
Joachim Christoph Wehnelt.

HANS JÖRG FRIEDRICH
is the divisional head of international
programs of the Weltfriedensdienst.
The political scientist is a graduate
of DIE (Deutsches Institut für Entwicklungspolitik) and a systemic consultant (BIF).
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even if other contextual factors remain exactly as before.
And not every policeman in an unjust regime is an oppressor, not every victim of violence becomes an avenger. Even
under the conditions of structural violence there seem to be
alternatives for personal action. These differences among
individuals from the same social category in the same political context are meaningful in real life; developmental policy
ideas do not take this into account, however. Whoever wants
to tackle structural violence first needs to deconstruct this
concept and take a look at the actors in their difference, with
their interests and needs.
To gain value—extremist movements also work with
this idea when they seek followers. How can we in
the ZFD respond to this, with which values?
I would like to distinguish between values and ideologies.
Values make us pliable and open for perceptions; they make
language fluid. If I hold up a value like a banner, I no longer
embody it. Ideologies make us strong—an attractive opportunity for all of the jobless young men of the global south
who can no longer live up to the role of the strong family
breadwinner. Ego and ideology then cling to one another.
Is it possible to counteract that?
Which values do we want?
It is easy to point to human rights. But these only speak to
our intellect and everything we can experience disappears
behind categories such as “citizen” or “indigenes”. These are
important political crutches, the operationalization of values.
Values are deeper, they guide the contact between living
organisms, they influence my decisions before I rationalize them. I have met well-meaning people who wanted to
teach human rights to the police in authoritarian regimes
using PowerPoint seminars. That is smoke and mirrors. A
policeman who suddenly sadly relates that he no longer has
any friends and goes to bed alone is more important for
democratization than someone who can recite human rights
generations.
The connection between people already seems to be
an inherent value.
Yes, this was said in the previous KOMPASS: “Connecting Us
Deeply” by Khetokhule Kuhzwayo from our SINANI partner

THE ROADMAP

A GLOBAL STRATEGY
FOR BUILDING PEACE 		
CHANGING THE WAY THE WORLD DEALS WITH WAR
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HOW CAN STAKEHOLDERS BUILD A SUSTAINABLE PEACE
— IN THE FACE OF WARS DESTROYING CIVILIZATIONS
AND A NEW ESCALATION BETWEEN NATO AND RUSSIA?
IN AN UNPRECEDENTED OVERALL STRATEGY TO PREVENT
VIOLENT CONFLICT, DR. SCILLA ELWORTHY DEVELOPS A
WHOLE SYSTEMS APPROACH TO THE BUILDING OF PEACE
WORLDWIDE, FROM THE LOCAL LEVEL, TO REGIONAL
AND NATIONAL AND GLOBAL LEVELS.

the big political decisions on war, and we see
the gulf that separates them from the civilians who have to face the consequences.” 4
A coordinated strategy for the worldwide
transformation of conflict will require
specific objectives.

AT LOCAL LEVEL:
SYSTEMATIC SUPPORT FOR LOCAL
Globally, in the 21st century, four times as many wars are
1
CIVILIAN INITITIVES
ending through negotiation rather than military victory. Yet
Local civilian initiatives to prevent killing
military expenditure has increased 56 percent in the last 15
are now widespread in conflict areas; they
years2 while tiny amounts are spent on the prevention of
are also shown to be effective in impact
war. Experts expect an increase in violent conflicts due to
and cost effective. The trend is increasrapidly growing inequality, climate change and the growing
depletion of resources, from arable land to water to oil.3
ing; fifteen years ago, the Oxford Research
Group was able to identify 400
Humanity lacks an overall systems apcivilian peacebuilding initiatives
proach to the building of peace—one that
“THE PREVENTION
includes all stakeholders and addresses the
APPROACH IS READY TO worldwide, of which it reported
capacities, tools, structures and institutions BE BUILT INTO AN ACTIVE on 50 as the most effective.5 The
needed to build sustainable peace. We
total identifiable now would be at
PLATFORM FOR LOCAL
have inspiring agendas for peace from the
least 2,000. Yet few receive any reliable
PEACE BUILDING”
United Nations, we have admirable efforts
funding.
on the part of some countries, we have NGOs doing valiant
In comparative studies, researchers find that programs to
work in all corners of the globe, we have increasingly useful
prevent violent conflict cost far less than waiting to intervene
research on peace coming out of universities. However, in
after conflicts turn into crises and violence. Research shows
this age of the global village, we have nothing approaching
that, on average, one dollar spent on preventive programs
a global strategy to change the way the world deals with
compares with approximately sixty dollars of program costs
war (by contrast with human rights or development), nor
to respond to crises once violence erupts.6
do we have a system for cooperation between the different
The prevention approach is ready to be built into an
stakeholders in peace building, working both “top down” and
active platform for local peace building, to which dedicated
“bottom up”. The time is right for such a strategy.
funding can be allocated. Thus, continuous local systems
The overall strategy is to develop a whole systems apanalysis could unite smaller civil-society elements into a
national-scale network, pooling knowledge and promoting
proach to the building of peace worldwide, from the local
a “joined-up” approach. The platform would demonstrate to
level, to regional, national and global levels. This joined up
donors the use of transparent and effective mechanisms for
approach is necessary because “we look at those who take

		

BREAKING THE CYCLE OF VIOLENCE
The cycle of violence starts with atrocities causing terror
and trauma, followed by grief and then anger. If nothing is
done at this stage, anger leads to the drive for retaliation
and revenge, causing further atrocities. Thus, the cycle of
violence is perpetuated over generations and even centuries.
The cycle can be broken by providing physical, political and
psychological security through tried and tested methods of
conflict prevention and transformation.7
ADDRESSING THE PERSISTENT AND LONG-TERM
INFLUENCE AND EFFECTS OF TRAUMA
When a people has suffered massive loss and trauma, the
memory of this can remain in the collective psyche for generations. Therefore, it is imperative to recognise, respect and
acknowledge the wrong that was done, and the atrocities inflicted, even many centuries ago. In this way, ancient wounds
can be healed and the pattern of revenge relinquished.

ENABLE QUALIFIED WOMEN TO FILL
POLICY-MAKING ROLES ON PEACE & SECURITY
Women are shown to be the most effective and tenacious
peace builders, yet 90 percent of negotiators and those in
policy-making positions on peace and conflict are male.
Therefore, Ambassador Swanee Hunt and the Women
Waging Peace Policy Commission have conducted 15 fieldbased case studies to document women’s contributions to
conflict prevention, peace negotiations, and post-war reconstruction. This has yielded a network of more than 1,000
trained women leaders from more than 30 conflicts. Their
partnership with key international women’s organisations
—UNIFEM, Global Fund for Women, International Alert’s
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deciding priorities and choosing the most effective organizations to carry them out, as well as for monitoring their
impact.

AT NATIONAL LEVEL:
TEN GOVERNMENTS TO BUILD NATIONAL
INFRASTRUCTURES FOR PEACE
Creating an Infrastructure for Peace means developing
mechanisms—at national, district and local levels—through
which all relevant stakeholders can co-operate in systematically building peace and preventing violent conflict.8 If there
is no national strategy to contain violence, it can quickly
develop into civil war.
One of the first countries to establish an Infrastructure
for Peace was South Africa, where leaders realized the risk
of civil war after Mandela was released and before negotiations could lead to elections. Now the governments of Ghana
and Kenya are pioneering the implementation of their own
Infrastructures for Peace. Both countries had general elections recently and these structures (even in embryo) helped
in preventing and reducing post-election violence. The costs
are small compared to post-conflict efforts; for example the
first three years of setting up an Infrastructure for Peace in
Ghana cost some $2.5 million and was paid by UNDP.
Other countries such as Costa Rica now have a Ministry
of Peace.9 Together with countries listed as peaceful in the
Global Peace Index,10 such as Botswana, Norway, New Zealand, Qatar, Switzerland, Slovenia and Vietnam, a grouping
could emerge known as Champions of Peace. These Champions of Peace could pioneer the overall strategy, and pave
the way to the transformation of conflict worldwide. The UN
could invite all member countries to appoint a senior level
executive (an Undersecretary of State for Peace Building in
the US, and equivalent posts in other countries) to design
coherent conflict prevention policies and ensure necessary resources and coordination with foreign and defence
ministries.

Gender and Peacebuilding Programme—and contact with
women’s organizations in 20 conflict countries, would add
to lists of suitably qualified women and develop strategies
to ensure their acceptance in policy-making positions and
peace negotiations.
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REGIONAL RAPID RESPONSE FUNDS
Since it is now recognized that local civil society leaders are
best placed to detect the emergence of violent conflict, and
to initiate the most effective counter-measures, methods are
needed to provide emergency funding for localized civilian
agencies to enable them to move swiftly to prevent the escalation of violence.11 Regional Rapid Response Funds would
be under the jurisdiction of regionally respected figures, to
ensure that the funding can move at short notice to initiatives that are known to be effective, and accountability can
be assured.
MULTI-STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUE
Every two years a Multi-Stakeholder Dialogue needs to take
place between the main actors in the peace-building field,
to discuss the principle causes of conflict and how they can
most effectively be addressed. This needs to take place at
both regional and global levels. Stakeholders include governments, UN agencies, CSOs, the military, academic researchers, resource extractors, police and others. This dialogue
would enable policy makers to establish, with information
from the grassroots, which are the most effective methods to
address the main causes of conflict, what is most cost effective, and to draw up workable budgets accordingly.

AT GLOBAL LEVEL
IMPOSE A 10 PERCENT TAX ON ALL ARMS EXPORTS
Current global military expenditure stands at almost $1.7
trillion per annum.12 This is equal to about $233 for each person in the world and represents a 56 percent increase over
the period 2000—2015.13 The entire budget of the United
Nations, set up primarily as a peace making/keeping agency,
was in 2012 only 1.8 percent of the world’s military expenditure, equal to about $4 for each of the world’s inhabitants.
In 2014, 401 billion $ was spent on the sales of arms and
military services.14 The five biggest importers of weapons in
2010–14 were India, Saudi Arabia, China, the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) and Pakistan—all known to try to balance
lacking stability with this. The exporters accounting for over
85 percent of the arms sold between 2004 and 201115 are the
five permanent members of the UN Security Council—China,
France, Russia, UK and USA—together with Germany and Italy.
A 10 percent tax levied on current annual arms sales
would yield approximately $5,200,000,000 This revenue
could be invested in addressing the root causes of conflict,
including the proposals formulated above, as well as water
shortages, environmental damage, unemployment and poverty—all indirect causes of war.
Too often political leaders say that the complex decisions
involved in armed conflict situations make painful compromise inevitable. In the world of real politik, the argument
runs, pragmatism will always trump idealism. From the
perspective of those working for peace worldwide, that argument looks like a failure of imagination. “Lasting resolutions
require far more effort than just a politician’s signature on
a treaty; the peace processes that work are founded on a
broad spectrum of initiatives in which citizens play a full
part.”16 If a pragmatic approach can be adopted that links
local, national, regional and global objectives into a whole
system, it will be possible to transform the 21st century into
a century of peace.

DR. SCILLA ELWORTHY
founded the Oxford Research Group in 1982 to develop
effective dialogue between nuclear weapons policy-makers
worldwide and their critics, work for which she has been three
times nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. She founded Peace
Direct in 2002 to fund, promote and learn from local peacebuilders in conflict areas. Her latest book is Pioneering the
Possible: awakened leadership for a world that works
(North Atlantic Books, 2014)

PEACE PUNK
“TRUTH AND
JUSTICE ARE
THE BEST
PREVENTION”
A RADICAL LIFE TO MAKE PEACE HAPPEN

In a country with almost 60 various indigenous peoples whose identities and existence
are often threatened by structural and concrete violence, human rights defenders face
murder threats, intimidation, persecution, disappearances, violent suppression of protests, torture and murder. The root of all social insurrection in Mexico is the resistance of
powerful figures to solutions that local populations have a say in and the extensive lack of
prosecution.
The Mexican government responded to this human rights crisis in 2012 by introducing
a federal protection mechanism for human rights defenders and journalists. At the end of
2015 the third part of this protection measure was implemented: the Unit for Prevention,
Follow-up and Analysis. Mexican civil society welcomes this development but demands
that this state protection mechanism function effectively: the six employees currently
working in the third unit are not nearly sufficient to handle the prevention work for a
country comprising 32 states and 120 million inhabitants.
In my capacity as a peace worker with peacebrigades international (pbi) in Mexico, I
accompany human rights defenders whose work puts them at risk. The goal is that human
rights defenders can work to protect human rights without fear. pbi relies on local solutions and does not interfere in the work of the organizations it supports as long as their
methods are peaceful. I have now worked with pbi for the last two-and-a-half years and
one of the most important lessons I have learned is that international protective
accompaniment takes place primarily in prevention work. As a safety coordinator, I lead
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MEXICO IS ONE OF THE WORLD’S MOST DANGEROUS COUNTRIES
FOR HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS. ADVOCATING FOR HUMAN
RIGHTS IN MEXICO MEANS TAKING ON POWERFUL TRANSNATIONAL
ENTERPRISES, ORGANIZED CRIME AND, TO SOME EXTENT, THE
STATE—WHOSE HUMAN RIGHTS POLICIES HAVE RECENTLY BEEN
ROUNDLY CRITICIZED BY INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEES.

PA S C A L
H U B AT K A
W O R K S A S A S A F E T Y O F F IC E R W ITH
P E A C E B R IG A D E S IN T E R N AT IO N A L (PB I )
M E X IC O . P B I IS A N IN T E R N AT IO N A L
N O N - P R O F IT O R G A N IZ AT IO N ( N G O ) TH AT
H A S B E E N P R O M O T IN G  N O N V IO L EN CE
A N D P R O T E C T IN G  H
 U M A N R IG H T S
S IN C E 1 9 8 1 . C U R R E N T LY, T H E Y W O R K I N
S E V E N C O U N T R IE S F O C U S IN G O N
A D V O C A C Y W O R K , P R O T E C T IV E
A C C O M PA N IM E N T, T R A IN IN G S A N D
WORKSHOPS.
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workshops to help human rights defenders define their own safety strategies.
Although an emergency plan needs to be in place in crisis situations, 99 percent
of our safety work involves preventing such situations. Holistic safety strategies include, in addition to physical safety, psychosocial and gender aspects. I see
myself and our international protective accompaniment organization as part of
a world-wide solidarity movement to ensure the safety of Mexican human rights
defenders. Prevention work requires a holistic strategy by which we can count
on the support of the local community, Mexican civil society, the international
community and ultimately a good relationship to the Mexican government. pbi
advocates nationally and internationally to raise the political stakes of an attack.
We want to convince all participants that it is in their interest to respect human
rights. Here it is crucial that our work proceed only at the behest of the local
population so that we can support local initiatives. As an expert, it is also important to me to channel local knowledge and not to share my “expertise.” In this, my
proximity to human rights defenders whom I have supported over the years is no
doubt beneficial as well as a challenge, since it affects me personally when those I
accompany are at increased risk.
Being successful in this area requires above all great passion and a thick skin.
Sometimes conditions are difficult and you are very far from the comforts of a
“normal” life. In these moments, the perseverance and courage of the Mexican
human rights defenders are inspiring. They spend their lives fighting for the
system’s usually tiny steps in the right direction. Setbacks in our work are safety
issues that we had not foreseen or that we simply could not prevent. In these moments, doubts arise—about how we must improve protective accompaniment as
prevention work. The significance of this work, however, also becomes clearer in
these moments. I have learned that preventive protective accompaniment cannot
always protect everyone. Personally, I consider myself lucky that I can count on
my private relationships in these moments, people who understand why I do this
work and who wholeheartedly support me. I draw energy from creative activities
such as classical guitar and drawing—creating something of inherent value and beauty.
Mexican society is undergoing change. In the future, there will be greater
local and international solidarity that will make it possible to lead dignified and
just lives. The signs of this are movements such as Nos faltan 43 founded after
the forced disappearance of students in Ayotzinapa on September 26th, 2014 and
the outrage over the violent repression of the protest by the teachers’ union in
Nochixtlán on June 19th, 2016, where another eight activists were killed. Mexican
human rights defenders say to themselves, “It can and must not go on like this.”
Instead of the over 27,000 officially missing in Mexico, the culture of impunity
must disappear. Families demand that the missing be found alive. Fighting for
truth and justice is the best prevention.

WAR  IS
GENDERED,
SO  PEACE
IS,TOO
GENDERED CONFLICT PREVENTION MEANS STOPPING WHAT
FUELS VIOLENCE BY ADDRESSING GENDER CONSTRUCTIONS,
POWER AND POLITICS.
Women in Liberia spent weeks singing
and dancing in front of the palace
where the warlords and political decision makers discussed how to end
the civil war. They did not let them
leave without reaching a decision1
and they succeeded. They created the
feeling that peace is possible: that's
prevention! Women from the Women’s
International League for Peace and
Freedom (WILPF) in Albania collected
their husbands’ and family members’
small arms, an initiative that proved
much more effective in the long run
than any official disarmament approach pursued by peace keepers.
They had to bridge a deep cultural gap:
that's prevention! Women in Tunisia
took action against arms proliferation
and gender stereotypes and pushed
for participation in negotiations and
political representation with constitutional and legislative success: that's
prevention!
Women in Colombia participated in
inclusive peace talks and insisted on
bringing all members of FARC (Fuerzas
Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia)
and the government to the peace tables.

early warning systems, and research and programs on militarized masculinity, especially with regard to young men influenced by and attracted to terrorist and fundamentalist groups.
We observe that the participation or influence of women
in civil society organizations across various phases of a
peace process has become more visible in recent years. This
includes development of the international normative framework justifying the meaningful participation of women in all
aspects of a peace process.3 As recent research has shown,4
this has increased the likelihood of signed and implemented
peace agreements—providing that participants have been
able to contribute meaningfully. Consequently, these groups
have gained substantial skills and invaluable experience in
the past five years.
Women’s curiosity and courage continually open new
public space for preventive action, positively affecting society
as a whole by strengthening mutual understanding of diversity and creating trust instead of fear. There is a widespread
wish in civil society to live in peace and dignity and this
can be achieved using non-violent means.5 Women are the
agents of change!

HEIDI MEINZOLT
European coordinator of the
Women’s International league for
Peace and Freedom (WILPF),
www.wilpf.org, www.wilpf.de.
Member of the German Women’s
Security Council working for the
implementation of UNSCR 1325.
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Women in Israel and Palestine try—despite logistical problems and politically-fomented mistrust—to maintain contact
and take common positions against the occupation.
Throughout the ongoing Syrian peace process, civil society
and women’s groups have taken the initiative to engage at local, national and international levels and in both formal and
informal processes to support the resolution of this complex
armed conflict.
The 2014 WILPF report Voices of Ukraine—Civil Society as
a Driver for Peace identified risks and entry points for participation and peace building in a male-dominated society with
strong links between regressive women’s rights and remilitarization. All of this is prevention.
Prevention is the phase in which women can participate
best and effect change because they do not have close contact with weapons and they are better able to negotiate and
build bridges across national, ethnic and religious borders.
In this phase, in which violence and the use of arms have
narrowed their scope of public activity, women can contribute most effectively to de-escalation, de-radicalization,
diplomacy and negotiation, particularly with different actors
of civil society.
In Germany, Greece, Italy and other European countries
women are trying to create a climate of welcome for refugees, particularly with respect to the problems and needs
of women refugees. In a show of solidarity, especially with
women from Central and Eastern Europe, we raise our voices
against patriotic fervor, aggressive propaganda, and the
erecting of new walls.
In the discussion about new national action plans for UN
Resolution 1325, women are seeking to establish prevention
at the core of conflict management.2 They are requesting
concrete prevention programs and projects, gender-based
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CREATING A NEW
CLIMATE FOR PEACE

THE ENVIRONMENT AND PEACE ARE CLOSELY
LINKED—AS CONFLICTS SUCH AS SYRIA SHOW.
WE NEED TO MAKE BUILDING MORE RESILIENT STATES
AND SOCIETIES A PRIORITY IN ORDER TO ADDRESS THE
CHALLENGES OF SOCIAL AND CLIMATE CHANGE ALIKE.
The global population is expected to increase to approximately 8.3 billion by 2030.1 At the same time, demographic
imbalances will increase, especially with growing young
population groups in the Middle East, Central Asia and SubSaharan Africa.2 Urbanization will continue to increase to
about 60 percent in 2030 and 70 percent by 2045.3 Together
these developments will pose enormous challenges in terms
of jobs, housing, transportation, and healthcare, along with
growing land, water, and energy demand. By 2030 global
demand for food, water, and energy is estimated to grow,
respectively, by approximately 35, 40, and 50 percent.4
This is happening against the backdrop of increasing
environmental degradation and climate change. When and
where climate change converges with other pressures such
as population growth, uneven economic development and
environmental degradation, states and societies can become
overwhelmed and fragile. Climate change often acts as a
threat multiplier by compounding existing risks.

LUKAS
RÜTTINGER
is lead author of A New
Climate for Peace and senior
project manager at the
adelphi think tank. His work
focuses on the links between
global environmental change
and conflict. He has worked
on the security implications

THREE INSTRUMENTS FOR PROVIDING THE INTEGRATED ANSWERS WE NEED
One key instrument is financing that encourages crosssector cooperation. An example of what this can look like
is the European Union’s Instrument contributing to Peace
and Stability (IcSP), one of the main funding instruments of

of climate change for the
UN, the OSCE, the European
Commission, the European
External Action Service, the
German Foreign Ministry
and the G7.
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One current example of what this means is the civil war in
Syria. The crisis was preceded by a severe drought from
2006–2011. It was the worst drought on record and had devastating impact on the livelihoods of many Syrians living in
the countryside. In the country’s northeast, nearly 75 percent
of the families that depended on agriculture suffered total
crop failure and pastoralists lost nearly 85 per cent of their
livestock, affecting an estimated 1.3 million people. Many
migrated to the cities, which were already strained by high
population growth in the years before and housing approximately 1.5 million Iraqi refugees. This led to a humanitarian
crisis and food insecurity that was further exacerbated by
high global food prices. This, along with an unresponsive and
authoritarian government, unemployment and additional
stress on urban services, contributed to the tensions that led
to public protests against the government in 2011, and these
eventually turned into civil war with wide-ranging impact on
the region and beyond.
As the effects of climate change and other pressures
increase, the number and complexity of crises like Syria are
likely to increase as well. The 2015 report A New Climate for
Peace commissioned by G7 member states took a hard look
at how well different policy fields are addressing so-called
compound climate-fragility risks. The authors concluded that
while a lot is happening on the analysis, planning, financing
and implementation levels, concrete and integrated actions
and policies are few and far between.
In order to address these risks we need to increase our
prevention efforts. To support states facing fragility and
conflict and increase their resilience, we need to help them
adapt to climate change, build peace, prevent conflict and
develop at the same time.

the EU in the field of peace building. Although it is a peace
building instrument, it earmarks funding for climate change
adaptation. This is now leading to the first integrated climate
change adaptation and peace building projects to be implemented by the UN Environment Program. Similar action
is needed for other funding streams, in particular climate
financing, which is expected to rise to $100 billion a year by 2020.
A second powerful entry point could be to focus on
increasing the resilience of cities. In cities, especially in large
and rapidly growing cities, many of the aforementioned
pressures converge, laying the foundation for fragility and
conflict. At the same time, cities are pioneering new approaches to address these risks. Thus, multi- and bilateral
development institutions should focus on and partner with
cities to increase their resilience to climate-fragility risks.
However, this all requires political leadership at the
highest levels within our own governments, for example
by making prevention and building resilience a foreign and
development policy priority, and in multilateral institutions
such as the UN and the World Bank. No country or multilateral institution will be able to manage these risks alone.
From Syria to Ukraine to Mali, South Sudan and the Central
African Republic, the upsurge in crises already seems to
have pushed the international system to its limits in terms of
crisis management. These crises should be seen as a warning sign and call to action. Increasing resilience and prevention have to become political priorities or we risk being
overwhelmed by a greater crisis to come.

EXPANDING PREVENTION

PREVENTION
THROUGH
INCLUSION
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IN ZIMBABWE LOCAL INITIATIVES DO NOT ONLY
COMBINE ECOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC NEEDS—THEY
ALSO MAKE VIOLENCE PREVENTION POSSIBLE.

“The project brought peace and calm to our neighborhood”,
says Mrs. Matirekwe from Chimanimani in the eastern
highlands of Zimbabwe. The development program had
become an urgent necessity. A combination of non-adaptive
land use, population growth, the colonial legacy of land
distribution, failed land reforms, legal uncertainty, in part
violent conflicts and the devastating consequences of climate
change had led to a sharp decline in agricultural productivity, income and food safety. Since 1990 and 2000 respectively, the two local initiatives Chikukwa Ecological Land Use
Community Trust (CELUCT) and Towards Sustainable Use of
Resources Organization (TSURO) have successfully risen to
the challenge of securing the existence and survival of rural
communities with their programs for ecological, sustainable land use. In doing so, they have not only demonstrated
the connection between ecology and the economy in the
sustainable exploitation of natural resources; they have also
demonstrated their significance for prevention. A survey conducted by CELUCT reveals just how relevant this is. According
to this, every fifth inhabitant of the Chimanimani district is
a victim or survivor of violence. In addition to politics and
gender-related conflicts, limited access to income and food
count among the most common causes of violent conflict.
When the livestock owner Mrs. Matirekwe emphasizes the peacemaking effects of a land-use program, it is worth taking a closer
look at the search for successful approaches to prevention.
The teaching of techniques for the recovery or restoration
of the local ecosystem is crucial. This then provides people
with ecosystem benefits—such as water, fertile soil and
pastures for their animals—of such increasing importance to
agricultural productivity. The achievements are remarkable.
The district of Chikukwa, where CELUCT began in 1990, has
been considered food safe for years thanks to the project
work. A comparison of data for the Chimanimani district

from the years 2011 and 2014 shows a 16 percent improvement in food safety annually.
At least as crucial as what CELUCT and TSURO do is how
they do it to prevent violent conflicts. Their holistic approach begins with the self-empowerment and ownership
of those who exploit natural resources. This is safeguarded
by supporting local farmers in learning and experimentation
groups as well as through the planning and monitoring of
development projects by the beneficiaries themselves. The
organizational structures with democratic and transparent
decision-making procedures from bottom to top and de-centralized communication form the basis of this self-learning
system. Another key is the cooperation of local governments,
traditional leaders and other stakeholders, independent of
party membership.
TSURO’s primary focus is not on segregating itself and
defending territories or narrow interests. On the contrary,
TSURO aims to be inclusive, to open up and join hands.
Years of communal work to improve their living conditions have cultivated in the participants an attitude of compromise, creative thinking and the ability to communicate
effectively. This also makes them very well equipped to constructively handle local conflicts. At CELUCT, this realization
led directly to the development of a program for constructive
community relationships. Members of this program have
described its effects with words such as “openness”, “forgiveness” and “community cooperation”. And indeed, not only
was it possible to stem violence by solving and transforming
conflicts throughout the entire district, it was also possible to
eliminate real hurdles to development.

These effects are conceivable only in the context of longterm cooperation with locally established civilian organizations. Peace and development are not isolated projects but
interlaced processes that also need to be accompanied over
a longer period of time.
The goal of prevention policies on the part of donors
should thus be to move often one-sided programs closer to
the holistic approach of successful ground initiatives.

HELGE SWARS
works in program coordination
and donor communication at the
Weltfriedensdienst. He is an agriculturalist with training in mediation.
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“We believe that everybody everywhere has the right to live in peace and justice.”
We are 16 colleagues, student and youth volunteers and we share this belief. We
all work to make prevention possible; to enable prevention work now and in the
future. Jürgen Steuber has been a employee of Weltfriedensdienst for more than
25 years. Among his other responsibilities, he is a staffer and takes care of people
working abroad. These cooperate directly with the partner organizations in prevention projects. “I am the go-to person in precarious security situations and establish
policies of crises management for our staff abroad.” Through considering above all
the welfare of the experts, Jürgen maintains their creative and work powers for them.
By taking, above all, the welfare of experts into consideration, Jürgen supports their
creativity and strength.
Katrin Steinitz is a fundraiser. She oversees the funding that makes prevention
projects and non-violent conflict resolution possible. She is also a storyteller, shaping and
Managing Director
authoring the stories of activists in partner organizations and their fight againt unjust and
violent conditions for a authentic dignified life. “I am in daily contact with people who care
about peaceful and just conditions in the whole world. I show them the possibilities for
engagement with an impact.” Bela Allenberg, project coordinator, has a very good eye for the resources needed for
local projects. “The locals do know what is necessary to prevent violence. We enable them to do just that.” We make that
possible. Weltfriedensdienst: Enabling Peace.

EXPANDING PREVENTION

LOCAL PEACE NEEDS
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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PLAYERS WORK TOGETHER IN PREVENTION THE WORLD OVER. YET THE
NORTH’S ONE-SIDED ISOLATIONIST SECURITY INTERESTS THREATEN TO UNDERMINE THE CHANCES FOR
CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION, WHICH REQUIRES COOPERATION ACROSS MANY AGENCIES AND
COORDINATION WITH NGOS.
After the then-secretary general of the United Nations (UN),
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, formulated the Agenda for Peace
in 1994, the UN and its regional organizations created new
structures in the years following that facilitate the early identification of crises.1 The UN also laid the groundwork for peace
building. The UN Peacebuilding Commission acts as an intergovernmental advising body that supports war-torn countries
and coordinates the activities of international donors.
The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
(OSCE) supplied impressive examples at the beginning of the
1990s when it supported the peaceful secession of the Baltic
countries from the former Soviet Union. In this case, a broad
spectrum of soft-power activities were used: “fact-finding,
reflecting findings back to those involved, ongoing contact to
all sides through visits, letters, the deployment of short and
long-term missions, conferences, round tables and integration projects as well as emphatic efforts to inform everyone
involved on the basis of common knowledge and to achieve
dialogue on assessments, evaluations and recommendations for action.” 2 The OSCE’s strength is that it comprises a
broad spectrum of members from Vancouver to Vladivostok
and could to some extent effectively support provisions for
minority rights in Eastern Europe in cooperation with politicians and civilians.
Prevention and conflict transformation also became to
some extent guiding principles for the European Union (EU).
Among other things, the EU has set up the Conflict Prevention, Peace Building and Mediation Division in the European
External Action Service (EEAS) and a Fragility and Crisis Management Unit in the Directorate General for Development
and Cooperation in order to tie development policy more
tightly to conflict analyses. The European Institute for Peace
established by several EU member states in 2015 is devoted
to expanding mediation capabilities. Both the OSCE and the
EU network closely with the European Council with regard
to establishing norms and standards for implementing
human and minority rights. While the EU member states in
the Yugoslavian secessionist wars of the 1990s (e.g. Bosnia,

Croatia and Kosovo) could not agree upon a common and
effective strategy, EU diplomacy successfully mediated a
treaty in Macedonia at least and prevented a war. In Bosnia
and Kosovo, the EU contributed to stabilization within the
context of protectorates, although we still cannot speak of
stable peace or reconciliation in the region as conflicts were
essentially frozen.
CIVIL SOCIETY (AND THE CIVIL PEACE SERVICE, ZFD) ARE
IMPORTANT IN PREVENTION AND PEACE BUILDING
International organizations and national figures increasingly
recognize that citizen-based diplomacy is also essential in
handling internal national conflicts. This is a major step forward. Conflict work serves here as a type of prevention and a
possibility for ending violence. NGOs can use pre-negotiation
techniques to initiate consultation between conflict parties
as they often enjoy greater trust among civilians than do
states wielding economic or military leverage. For example,
the Christian community Sant’Egidio, among others, took
part in negotiations in Guatemala, Kosovo, the Ivory Coast
and South Sudan and it and the UN jointly mediated a peace
treaty in 1992 that ended the civil war in Mozambique. The
Carter Center, Geneva’s Henry Dunant Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue and the British NGO Conciliation Resources

A GLOBAL NETWORK
and the zivik—civic conflict resolution program at the Institut
für Auslandsbeziehungen (ifa)), which contributed to linking
national and non-national expertise more systematically.
The Civil Peace Service (ZFD) was established by NGOs in
cooperation with the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ). Acts of war in the former
Yugoslavian region provided the incentive for this. By now,
ZFD experts are working throughout the world. Since 1999
around 1,000 experts have been sent to over 50 countries.
In 2015 275 people were deployed: 115 in Africa, roughly
50 each in Latin America and Asia, about 40 in the Near East
and 16 in Southeastern Europe.4 The ZFD plays an important
role in both prevention and peace building and reconciliation following violent conflicts. The projects range from violence prevention and conflict resolution in Bolivia, support
for human rights defenders in Latin American (e.g. Mexico
and Columbia) and Asia (Indonesia/Papua New Guinea,
Myanmar), community work in Israel, Palestine and Lebanon
to reconciliation schools and peace psychological support
in examining a violent past in Peru, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Nepal, Myanmar and in the former Yugoslavia. The deploying organizations (Weltfriedensdienst, Brot für die Welt—
Protestant Development Service, EIRENE, Forum Ziviler
Friedensdienst, Kurve Wustrow—Center for Training and
Networking in Nonviolent Action, Peace Brigades International, AGEH, and GIZ) work closely with local partners.
LIMITS OF PREVENTION EFFORTS AND CHALLENGES
Despite the networks described above and avowals made to
crisis prevention and peace building that one reads in the
statements of international organizations and some governments, preventive approaches are severely limited in reality.
Thus, the UN—although it represents 193 countries and is
clearly mandated under international law to pursue global
prevention and peacekeeping—is only as strong and capable
of acting as its member states wish it to be.5 UN institutions have to virtually beg these countries for every single
measure. One sorry example of this is when the UN, from
fall 2014 to the end of 2015, both emphatically and futilely
asked its member states to ramp up its world food program
so that people who had fled the Syrian civil war could receive
humanitarian aid in neighboring states. The refusal of mem-
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try to prompt conflict parties to negotiate by employing
private diplomacy and they support multi-party dialogue on
post-war consolidation. NGOs are not bound by the narrowly
defined mandates of national policy. They can act impartially
and talk to various conflict parties without losing credibility.
One example of effective networking between national and
non-national actors in prevention and peace building is the
multi-year project “Strengthening Early Warning, Mobilizing
Early Action” supported by the EU Commission, in which the
International Crisis Group and the International Peacebuilding Liaison Office (an association of peace-activist NGOs in
Europe) take part. These have organized numerous roundtable discussions, for example, on preventing radicalization
and Jihadism in Kirgistan and on crisis prevention in Latin
America, the Congo and Sri Lanka.
In Germany, civilian organizations contributed, in the
context of civil conflict resolution and using political dialogue,
to the German government’s visible support for peacemaking
policy since 1998. For example, under the aegis of the Foreign Office (AA) inter-agency action plan for Crisis Prevention,
Conflict Resolution and Peacebuilding 3 was conceived and
new practical instruments were created (e.g. the Civil Peace
Service (ZFD), the Center for International Peace Operations
(ZIF), the Working Group on Peace and Development (FriEnt)
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ber states and the shortage of food were ultimately among
the reasons for subsequent mass migration.
Additionally, approaches to crisis prevention and civil
conflict resolution are currently facing a change in discourse,
which is focusing now more than ever on security in an isolationist sense and increasingly pushing the normative goal
of peace into the background. This way of thinking is being
expressed above all in the strategy papers of the European
Union and a few member states.6 Policing and military
personnel should be “enabled and enhanced” (trained and
equipped) to defend against terrorism, jihadi movements
and migration due to war, while civil conflict resolution and
developmental policy initiatives are increasingly subordinated to security interests (normally as defined by Europe).
WHAT DOES SUCCESSFUL PREVENTION
REQUIRE IN THE FUTURE?
Successful prevention requires above all the strengthening of
the UN’s and its regional organizations’ capacity to act. Their
prevention capabilities should be supported continuously
and systematically by the policies of the EU and its member
states. Prevention further requires policies focusing on treating the causes of violent conflicts and taking a critical view
of one’s own role in the structures of strife. In this country,
crisis prevention should not only be seen as the main task of
the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development and the Foreign Office; it must also be understood as an
inter-agency challenge that takes export, economic, climate
and security policies (above all arms export policy) into account. Successful prevention also requires ongoing expansion
of institutions for dialogue and cooperation with civilians,
whose commitment (e.g. in observing the political situation
and human rights) significantly supports successful prevention
and who play a central role in reconciliation following violent
conflicts and the sustainability of peace processes.

DR. MARTINA FISCHER
is a peace researcher and has been
working at the Berghof Foundation
(Berlin) since1998. She is currently
supporting the human rights and
peace unit at Brot für die Welt
Germany as a consultant for peace
and conflict management.

PEACE PUNK

“THERE
MUST BE
MORE TO
LIFE…”
A RADICAL LIFE TO MAKE PEACE

HAPPEN

HE FIGHTS FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE AGAINST BOTH
MAJOR CORPORATIONS AND SMALL FISH. AND
IF A PROJECT FAILS, MARTIN ZINT BELIEVES
IN THE GENTLE POWER OF PREVENTION, WHICH
ENABLES PEOPLE IN THE LONG TERM TO HELP
THEMSELVES.

My most intense experience in prevention was the work related to
oil production in Chad. The judicial murder of the Nigerian writer
Ken Saro-Wiwa drew the international community’s attention to
the disastrous conditions in the Niger Delta and the human rights
violations committed in the name of oil production. The German
Amnesty International coordinating group for Chad gathered
information and created a dossier that it gave to journalists—including me. The dossier contained confidential papers from the
World Bank and other players. I planned a trip to the prospective
oil field and along the planned pipeline. It was clear that the local
population needed support in the dispute over the ways oil was to
be exploited and the willingness to provide this was great among
the groups in the North. Thanks to developmental policy groups
in the network that I was part of, the communication with those
affected was very close. That was also essential. While we in the
North said, “no oil production under these conditions,” the locals
said that this position was impossible; make sure instead that

MARTIN ZINT
JOURNALIST AND MEDIA TEACHER, WORKING AS A RADIO JOURNALIST AND EDITOR,
SPECIALIZING IN THE ROLE OF MEDIA IN
CONFLICTS; GERMAN COORDINATOR OF THE
NETWORK (PECOJON), PUBLIC RELATIONS
WORK AT THE WELTFRIEDENSDIENST

the oil is exploited under the best social and ecological conditions. That showed me once again: the people there know their
circumstances and have traditional ways of mastering their daily
lives. You have to acknowledge them if you fight with them for
just relations. “What people allegedly do for us but without us is
against us,” a Chadian told me in the wake of the first initiatives
in Europe that rejected the World Bank’s involvement in the oil
project altogether. These initiatives exerted pressure upon the
local critics of oil production. We had to learn to move forward
hand in hand.
My path to peace work began when I was rejected as a conscientious objector. I intensively studied forms of nonviolent opposition and regularly took part in nonviolent “maneuvers” at weapons fairs or military maneuvers. The youth culture at the time
(1969) buoyed me with music by Donovan (“Universal Soldier”) and
Bob Dylan (“Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right”). My favorite reading
material was the magazine graswurzelrevolution and MAD comics.
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PEACE AND CONFLICT JOURNALISM

I have learned a lot since then. In confrontations I take a step
back and breathe deeply. Only then do I do something—and gladly
something completely unexpected. When I protested a fast-food
chain in our neighborhood, I went in with a tablecloth and cutlery
using the motto “burghers against burgers” to rally for better
food culture.
The success of prevention is always hard to anticipate. This is
why prevention should be broadly conceived. In Africa I have given
workshops for journalists to enable people to inform and enlighten other people. This is how I understand prevention. Instead
of focusing on particular situations, skills should be cultivated,
e.g., conflict mediation, languages, media skills. This would enable
those affected to respond, if worst comes to worst, autonomously
and competently.
Political work, also in prevention, needs allies. If you work
alone, you are finished. At first I became a member of a consciously nonviolent service for peace, EIRENE. There I discovered
kindred spirits for shared actions. I sympathized with Church and
Peace, an association of religiously motivated pacifists who wish
to exercise influence over the large institutional churches. All
of these alliances work very pragmatically and I learned to deal
constructively with conflicts there.
Naturally, the work in prevention doesn’t always work. Chad
has a new air force, the admittedly most quick-witted military in
the region, and it counts among the world’s poorest countries. As
if to add insult to injury, Chad’s unscrupulous president, Idriss
Déby, sponsors a French soccer club. And his people starve. This
reeks of failure across the board. And it is. The goal of making
oil production in Chad socially and environmentally acceptable
was not reached. Too many negative factors stood in its way.
Ultimately, it was not only the representatives of civil society and
their international supporters, but also the World Bank that failed.
It wanted to make oil production in Chad a model project for the
fight against poverty.
Today I think we need to begin much more intensively at home.
After all, precious oil in Chad is only exploited to satisfy industrialized nations’ thirst for the elixir of life. We must handle our
resources much more sparingly. President Déby can buy jet fighters because our cars guzzle gas.
Change is possible. Prevention has always worked especially
well when the goal was clear and others could be motivated to embrace it. My enthusiasm comes from my notorious curiosity. That
is also the slogan of my work: There must be more to life…
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BEYOND THE
CONFLICT
CYCLE
PREVENTING A NEW CONFLICT REQUIRES
CONTINUOUS ANALYSIS, NOT LIMITED TO THE
IMMEDIATE “HOT SPOT” BUT WITH A VIEW TO
AN ENTIRE SOCIETY AND ITS PEOPLE
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Communication involves making complex topics understandable. Thus, it is certainly not illegitmiate to use simplified
“ideal types” when describing reality; models that represent
a “typical” process. A problem arises, however, when these

ideal types are seen as exact reflections of reality and used
to shape policy. This is the case with “crisis prevention”, as
it is called in the German political landscape, where there is
often much talk of conflict cycles. According to the conflict
cycle, a conflict, measured in terms of direct physical violence, moves from a latent to a critical phase, only to deescalate again and return to a (new) state of normalcy (“peace”).
Prevention is viewed as preceding the conflict cycle or its
higher escalation levels (armed conflict). If it fails, the conflict
begins to grow ugly. “Preventive diplomacy—peacemaking—
peace-keeping”1 or “preventive diplomacy—conflict management—post-conflict peace building”2 have been ubiquitous
terms3 since Boutros Boutros-Ghali’s 1991 Agenda for Peace.
The UN Secretary-General chose these terms, in circulation
in peace and conflict research since the 1970s, but organized “peacemaking”, “peace-keeping”, and “peace building”
chronologically.
Policy-makers (and conflict researchers) like to assign
specific instruments for dealing with conflict to each individual phase. In a hand-out from the German Institute for
International and Security Affairs (SWP), and the Center for

International Peace Operations (ZIF), these phases and their
tools are depicted in the illustration on page 22.4
Pointing out that in practice, “different instruments can
be applied in each phase and some instruments can be
deployed more than once in different phases”5 does nothing
to fundamentally alter this idealized illustration.
But does the conflict cycle adequately depict today’s
wars? And is it true that there only “a few” instruments that
can be used in more than a single phase?

1. The rigid conflict cycle model should be
ABANDONED for a more dynamic one that allows
for the mutual dependencies and dynamics of
a given conflict region and in which prevention is seen as
touching upon all aspects of conflict.
2. We should stop believing that CIVILIANS
can become active only before and after
a “hot” phase. In many—perhaps most—
conflicts today, there are opportunities, geographically or at
those more predominant times that do not involve extreme
violence (e.g. between rare offensives by armed factions) to
use civil instruments such as civil peacekeeping.
3. At the risk of carrying coals to Newcastle:
Violence, not conflict, should be at the heart of
prevention. In very asymmetrical conflicts, we
need to strengthen the weaker party so that
it can represent its interests more effectively and with less
risk. Despite all and in part justified concern that a conflict
can grow violent, “conflict” prevention should not ultimately
mean pacification. When, for example, state security institutions are equipped with TECHNOLOGY AND KNOW-HOW in
the name of promoting the rule of law, this can lead to the
more effective repression of protest and opposition, e.g.
against land-grabbing or dictatorship.

DR. CHRISTINE
SCHWEITZER
is the managing director of the
Federation for Social Defence
(http://www.soziale-verteidigung.de/english/) and a
research associate at the Institute for Peace Work and Nonviolent Conflict Transformation
(http://www.ifgk.de/english/)
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MODERN ARMED CONFLICT AND THE TOOLS FOR
DEALING WITH IT
Looking at those countries where the roughly more than
40 wars and other intense armed conflicts are now taking
place,6 it is striking that in two-thirds of these countries several conflicts are happening at one and the same time. For
example, there are six conflicts in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo alone, and three in Columbia. When it comes to
dealing with conflict, it would be naïve to believe that these
diverse simultaneous conflicts could be addressed discretely,
as they mutually influence one another; the same players
like to show up in various conflicts and efforts to resolve
conflicts can easily be undermined when other conflicts escalate. “All or nothing” is not the answer—in some complex
conflicts, regional peace agreements and the successful
pacification of smaller regional conflicts have made it easier
to address thornier conflicts. Yet what if we lose sight of the
conflicts’ complexity? When, for example, as in the conflictridden region of Syria, Iraq and Turkey, only one of many
conflicts (the one with the Islamic State), command all of our
attention while the other conflicts (e.g. Turkey and the PKK;
Shiites, Sunnis and Kurds in Iraq) disappear from view? We
can venture a guess that reducing one conflict will not necessarily lead to greater security for the people concerned, the
ability to rebuild, or a return to “peace.”
The thesis put forward here is that prevention, peacemaking, peace-keeping and peace building need to be pursued at
(nearly) every point simultaneously and without assignment
to “phases.” If we did not strive to reduce and prevent direct
violence (peace-keeping), violence would prevent the search
for resolution to conflict or render rebuilding efforts futile.
However, these efforts are also indispensible before violence
escalates: not in the sense—so prevalent among policy-makers7—of military intervention but in the sense of concentrated and focused civil efforts to prevent violence.8 Without
negotiations, mediation, and other types of peacemaking,
conflicts of interests at the heart of the conflict remain unresolved. And without simultaneous peace building, solutions

negotiated by the elite prove, among other things, unsustainable.9 Preventing a new conflict requires continuous analysis,
not limited to the immediate “hot spot” but with a view to
an entire society and its people. After all, it is all too easy for
latent conflicts to become more violent, especially in the face
of local armed violence. This is the reason that NGOs and
countries eager to engage in conflict prevention are asked to
address the following:
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A VIRTUAL
EVOLUTION
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY, UNVEILING AND ACTING UPON COMPLEX
MECHANICS OF CONFLICT AND VIOLENCE SEEMS TO BE POSSIBLE—THROUGH
BIG DATA. CAPTURING ACTIONS AND INTERACTIONS BY GATHERING VAST
AMOUNTS OF DIGITAL TRACES LIKE CELL-PHONE DATA AND SATELLITE IMAGERY
GOES FAR BEYOND THE FIRST GENERATIONS OF EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS.

Much attention has been and will certainly be paid in the future to enhancing predictive models, in the vein of predictive
policing,4 for instance by developing machine-learning techniques to predict Coups, often rather successfully so.5 These
approaches are not without critics and limitations, old and
new. Over-prediction is a common issue; in technical terms,
having no false negatives but quite a few false positives. It
is not clear whether and how predicting “8 of the next 4 civil
wars” (or even 4 out of 4) could and should be affect shortterm decisions, i.e. bridge the famous “decision-gap” when
and as needed.* Neither does predictive analytics establish
causal relationships on which, supposedly, well-intentioned
policymakers and experts should act. But analysis of cellphone data and satellite imagery is creating opportunities
to shed new light on old debates: on the role of positive and
negative economic shocks on the risk of civil conflict, on the
links between socioeconomic inequality and political instability, and on the role of seasonal migratory patterns and ethnic
clashes, notably. Other promising frontier work have focused
on understanding the kind of ethnic mesh and separation
that makes some countries and regions more of less prone
to conflict.6
More generally, more emphasis should be paid to understanding the foundations, features and effects of social cohesion, including as it is affected by trust, perceptions, bridging
and bonding capitals, etc.7 “Big Data” approaches can and will
add a lot here; it is already possible to detect when individuals and communities are under economic stress in how they
spend money or move around; how they collectively cope in
the aftermath of a disaster, for example. But these approaches should be combined, both augmented and contrasted
with, quantitative and qualitative survey providing groundtruth data and shedding light on potentially different aspects,
including deeper personal factors. Blending data kinds and
analytical approaches under augmented “mixed methods”—
small and Big Data, quantitative and qualitative—will likely
yield the most fruitful results.
Last and fundamentally, we should not forget that—as the
evolution of Early Warning System (EWS) towards their 3rd
and 4th generations—it is individuals and groups themselves
that are the best placed and most effective to prevent conflict
and build the conditions for lasting peace; in that respect
data can play an important empowering role. Allow them to
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Leveraging data to support conflict prevention has been
widely discussed and researched; yet, looking at the state of
the world, it still appears rather inefficient at a time when
new data sources and analytics techniques create new possibilities and pitfalls. According to Michael Lund’s definition,1
conflict prevention broadly encompasses activities aimed at
anticipating and averting interstate and intrastate conflicts,
or attempting to limit their scale and spread, typically distinguishing short term and long term efforts. At the onset, one
notices that this conceptualization leaves out major forms
of violence that plague modern human societies—urban
criminality, terrorism and extremism, human trafficking and
kidnappings, domestic abuse, etc. These forms of violence
may be linked by systematic patterns between them and
with conflict dynamics, where some may be corollaries,
consequences, or precursors of others. Until recently, unveiling and acting upon the complex mechanics of conflict and
violence within human ecosystems in such levels of details
would have been unthinkable. Today, this seems possible.
And, as put by Sandy Pentland, “being able to see the details
of variations in the market and the beginnings of political
revolutions, to predict them, and even control them, is definitely a case of Promethean fire.”2
As a species, we now emit vast amounts of digital data that
capture our actions and interactions at high levels of temporal
and geographic granularities. Above all, it is the qualitative
features of the resulting datasets that open new research and
policy avenues: interconnected between devices and services
as well as within and across social networks—in the sociological sense. We can also rely on advanced analytics capacities,
in computational, technological, methodological and human
terms—perhaps best encapsulated by the rise of algorithmic
decision-making. These are the 2Cs of Big Data—the Crumbs,
and the Capacities—that some have argued may help “build
computer-based baseline of 'normal' human behavior on the
basis of Big Data.”3 Compared to the data and models of the
1st and 2nd generations of Early Warning Systems, this represents quite a radical evolution.

EMMANUEL LETOUZÉ

self-organize in the short term, but also challenge and
change power structures and decision systems that too
often create the conditions of violence—inequality, poverty, competitive politics, etc. This requires giving people
inventives and tools to get greater control over their own
data, which will demand investments in building trusted
systems such as OPAL.* In addition to that, tackling data
literacy as part of a democratization movement away
from autocratic control over the most valuable resource
of the 21st century is needed.8

THE ABC OF BIG DATA
ALGORITHM
In mathematics and computer science, an algorithm is a
series of predefined instructions or rules—often written
in a programming language intended for use by a computer
—designed to define how to sequentially solve a recurrent
problem through calculations and data processing. The use
of algorithms for decision-making has grown in several
sectors and services such as policing and banking.
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BIG DATA
The ecosystem created by the concomitant emergence of
"the 3 Cs of Big Data":
Digital Crumbs—pieces of data passively emitted and/or
collected by digital devices which constitute very large
data sets and streams and contain unique insights about
their behaviors and beliefs;
Big Data Capacities—what has also been referred to
as "Big Data Analytics," that is the set of tools and
methods, hardware and software, know-how and skills,
necessary to process and analyze these new kinds of
data—including visualization techniques, statistical
machine-learning and algorithms, etc;
Big Data Communities—which describe the various actors
involved in the Big Data ecosystem, from the generators
of data to their analysts and end-users, i.e. potentially
the whole population.

*DECISION GAP
The decision-gap refers to the absence of action/decision
once an alert has been made; say a model predicts a civil
war, or there is evidence that something very bad is going to happen, but no one moves. Think Rwanda.

is the Director and co-founder of Data-Pop
Alliance. His research and work focus on
Big Data’s application and implications for
official statistics, poverty and inequality,
conflict, crime, fragility, climate change,
vulnerability and resilience, and human
rights, ethics and politics. He is also a
political cartoonist for various publications
and media such as Manu.

FALSE POSITIVE
Predictive models (of when a civil war will break out, a
crime happen, a nuclear plant melt) tend to over-predict
these events because they don’t want to miss any, which
would be a false negative; so instead they yield some
false positives meaning cases when they predict some bad
outcome that actually doesn’t happen; so all the civil
wars that happen may be predicted, but a few that were supposed to be civil wars too turned out not to be civil wars.

*OPAL
OPAL ("Open Algorithms") is a collaborative project being
developed by a group of partners committed to leveraging
the power of platforms, big data and advanced analytics
for the public good in a privacy-preserving, commercially
sensible, stable, scalable, and sustainable manner.
OPAL’s core will consist of an open suite of softwares
and open algorithms providing access to statistical information extracted from anonymized, secured and formatted data. These algorithms, accessed by an API, will be
run on OPAL servers of partner companies, behind their
firewalls. The vision is to strengthen the accuracy,
timeliness and reliability of key development indicators
and statistics of relevance for an array of users. The
project will start with APIs to access indicators such as
population mobility, approximations of poverty indices, or
literacy rate based on mobile data from telecom operators
as well as a library of certified open algorithms to extract
these indicators in a governed and trustworthy manner.

OPEN DATA
Data that is easily accessible, machine-readable, accessible for free or at negligible cost, and with minimal
limitations on its use, transformation, and distribution.
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A CHANCE FOR
TRANSFORMATION
THE HISTORY OF PREVENTION SHOWS THAT VIOLENCE NEEDS TO BE TACKLED AT THE EARLIEST STAGE POSSIBLE.
THE UNITED NATIONS’ 2030 AGENDA FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PROVIDES A NOVEL APPROACH TO PEACE
WORK. NOW ACTORS OF CIVIL SOCIETY NEED TO ASSESS THEIR OWN POLICIES AND ACTIONS.

R2P AND THE FATE OF PREVENTION
In 2001, the idea of a “Responsibility to Protect” (R2P) was
formulated by the International Commission on Intervention
and State Sovereignty (ICISS). Against the backdrop of the international community’s failure to adequately respond to the
genocide in Rwanda, its failure to end the devastating war in
Somalia and the NATO intervention in the former Yugoslavia,
the Canadian government established this international commission,4 which published its report in 2001 under the title The
Responsibility to Protect.5 In its report the commission stated:
“It is acknowledged that sovereignty implies a dual responsibility: externally—to respect the sovereignty of other
states, and internally, to respect the dignity and basic rights
of all the people within the state (...). Sovereignty as responsibility has become the minimum content of good international citizenship.” 6
State sovereignty is thus defined as the responsibility of
governments to protect the citizens of the state. If a government is not able—or willing— to protect the citizens of the

state, the commission argues that the international community has the responsibility to act in order to protect. It described three pillars of R2P: the responsibility to prevent, the
responsibility to protect, and the responsibility to rebuild.
Only as a last resort should the international community use
military intervention to prevent mass atrocities.
The term most commonly used in this debate is conflict
prevention . However, this term is, at best, misleading. Conflicts cannot be “prevented.” Conflicts are a natural condition
of human relations: between individuals, between groups
or sections of society and between states. In most cases,
individuals, groups and societies know how to handle conflict
without resorting to violence. The Conflict Barometer registered 409 political conflicts for 2015. Of these, 19 escalated
into war and 24 into “limited war.”7 As children grow up, their
parents, family members and teachers train and educate
them to be able to handle conflicts with siblings and peers
in constructive, non-violent ways. Societies have developed
a wide range of mechanisms, institutions and structures to
handle intra-societal conflicts in non-violent ways. These
range from village-based mechanisms and institutions such
as community councils to legal and judicial systems with
complex sets of rules, regulations and institutions. At the
interstate level the United Nations and other multilateral
mechanisms and structures were established in the aftermath of two disastrous World Wars.
What needs to be prevented is violence. Since the UN
General Assembly adopted the report on the Responsibility
to Protect in 2005,8 the debate about prevention has evolved
quickly—and, I would argue, in the wrong direction. In its
report the UN GA states in article 138:
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“The global cost of violence was $14.3 trillion USD in 2014.
Violent conflict also triggers numerous indirect costs incurred
from refugee crises, reduced GDP, and increased corruption.”1
A study commissioned by the Department for International Development (DFID)2 concludes that conflict prevention would have been a more cost effective investment for
the international community in all six case studies of violent
conflicts chosen,3 even allowing for large margins of error in
the estimation of costs and benefits. On average, the ratio of
savings to the international community generated by preventive engagement is 1:4.1.

EXPANDING PREVENTION
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“Each individual State has the responsibility to protect its
populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and
crimes against humanity (...) [ emphasis mine].”
Whatever the reasons for this statement, its effects are
dramatic. The argument conveniently ignores the fact that
most victims of violence experience lesser forms of violence. It also ignores the fact that the most extreme forms
of violence do not occur out of the blue but are the result of
long processes of escalation. The challenge, therefore, is to
prevent violence at the earliest stage possible.
When we talk about preventing of violence today, we do
this with the understanding that the challenge is to prevent
human suffering from any form of violence. We need to take
all types of violence into account. To speak with Johan Galtung, we are talking about physical, structural and cultural
violence. Empirical evidence shows that all three types of
violence occur simultaneously; they interact and there are
intimate interdependencies between them and the effects
they have on human lives.
A NEW OPPORTUNITY?
THE 2030 AGENDA
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development wants to
provide an answer as to prevent violence at the earliest stage
possible by taking a fresh look at the challenge of prevention.
A wide-ranging process of consultations and the engagement
of a multitude of stakeholders from all over the world—including members of civil society from many countries—resulted in the proclamation of the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development by the UN General Assembly in 2015.9 Its
preamble clearly defines the Agenda’s objective:
“All countries and all stakeholders, acting in collaborative
partnership, (...) are determined to take the bold and transformative steps which are urgently needed to shift the world
on to a sustainable and resilient path. As we embark on this
collective journey, we pledge that no one will be left behind.
[emphasis mine]”
Governments commit to address four interrelated dimensions of sustainable development:
1. People: the commitment “to end poverty and hunger,
in all their forms and dimensions, and to ensure that all human beings can fulfill their potential in dignity and equality
and in a healthy environment.”
2. The planet: the commitment “to protect the planet (...)
so that it can support the needs of the present and
future generations.”

3. Prosperity: the commitment “to ensure that all human
beings can enjoy prosperous and fulfilling lives and that economic, social and technological progress occurs in harmony
with nature.”
4. Peace: the commitment “to foster peaceful, just and
inclusive societies which are free from fear and violence.”
They confirm that “there can be no sustainable development without peace and no peace without sustainable
development.”
This is, in fact, a clear description of the challenges of
prevention in the 21st century. The Agenda 2030 provides a
novel approach because it is a universal agenda. In it, governments recognize that all governments have a responsibility. They also recognize that both members of civil society
And the corporate sector have a role to play. Prevention of
violence begins by taking on the challenges formulated in the
Agenda 2030.
Concretely, this means that all governments must review
all their policies, asking whether they actually serve to “ensure
that all human beings can fulfill their potential in dignity and
equality,” to “protect the planet so it can support the needs
of the present and the future generations,” to “ensure that all
human beings can enjoy prosperous and fulfilling lives,” and
to “foster peaceful, just and inclusive societies which are free
from fear and violence.” If governments are serious about
their commitment to the 2030 Agenda, they cannot continue
with business as usual. The 2030 Agenda demands a true
transformation of internal and international policies.
The same benchmark has been established for both
members of the corporate world and of civil society. In this
sense, the Agenda 2030 is a truly transformative agenda.
Members of civil society willing to work towards preventing
violence must continue to engage at local levels. Yet in order
to make a significant contribution, they must also assess
their own policies and actions using these benchmarks.
Members of civil society can now hold their governments
accountable for fulfilling the pledge they made at the UN
General Assembly in 2015. They can evaluate their governments’ policies against these commitments and challenge
policy makers to change policies that violate the commitment their government made by adopting the Agenda 2030.
Today all citizens have an opportunity, as voters, to demand
transparency from their representatives in parliaments, assemblies and other governing bodies with regard to the ways
they fulfill their commitment to the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development.
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PEACE PUNK

A RADICAL LIFE TO MAKE PEACE HAPPEN
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“SHIFTING
THE CULTURE
OF SOCIAL
CHANGE“
BART
W E E TJ E N S
B A RT W E E T J E N S I S A Z E N P R I E S T
AND SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR WHO
LIVES WITH HIS WIFE AND TWO
D A U G H T E R S I N A N T W E R P, B E L G I U M .
B A RT H O L D S M A S T E R ’ S I N P R O D U C T
D E S I G N F R O M A N T W E R P U N I V E R S I T Y.
WITH HIS SOCIAL PROFIT ORGANIZ AT I O N A P O P O ( W W W. A P O P O . O R G ) ,
H E R U N S A C O S T- E F F E C T I V E M I N E
A C T I O N M O D E L T H AT H A S B E E N
R E P L I C AT E D I N S I X C O U N T R I E S I N
A F R I C A A N D S O U T H E A S T A S I A . B A RT
I S A N A S H O K A F E L L O W, A R E C I P I E N T
O F T H E S K O L L AWA R D F O R S O C I A L
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND CO-LEADER
O F W W W. W E L L B E I N G - P R O J E C T. O R G .

BART WEETJENS KNOWS THAT UNRESOLVED CONFLICT STARTS
WITHIN. AFTER 20 YEARS WITH HIS SUCCESSFUL PEACE PROJECT TO RID POST-WAR COUNTRIES OF LANDMINES, HE ALMOST
BURNED OUT. TO GO ON, HE BECAME INVOLVED IN A NEW PROJECT
FOR SOCIAL CHANGE—FOR THE ONE THING HE HAD LEARNED
WAS THAT PREVENTING CONFLICT ALSO STARTS WITHIN.
After 20 years of work I was close to burning out. I remember vividly how the work had
started in October 1995. I had been traveling in Mozambique and Angola and I was struck
by communities living in post-war areas in terror because of landmines. Almost all of the
people in these communities were subsistence farmers now deprived of access to their
villages and farms, living from generation to generation in poverty, in growing slums
around larger cities, without any hope of reversing this spiral. So I was angry—VERY
angry about this injustice. Today I know that this anger or sense of injustice is actually the much-needed seed of commitment to social justice and a more peaceful world. I
placed myself in these people’s shoes and thought about what I would do if I were in their
situation. What could I do to rid my land of landmines and live without fear? Trained as
product designer, I looked at the available resources, and although there were almost no
material goods available, I finally found a natural resource: rats. While most people may
see rats as vermin, I had a long history with and a deep love and affection for all kinds of
pet rodents: hamsters, mice, squirrels, and, of course, rats! I knew about their excellent
sense of smell and their intelligence, trainability and logistical skills. So I set out on a
journey to start training rats to save human lives by detecting landmines. Today, with
a help of a lot of friends and partners, more than 103,000 landmines in countries like
Mozambique, Angola, Thailand and Cambodia have been detected by rats. Thanks to our
staff in the APOPO project, 26 million square meters of land are once again available for
local communities to build their homes and live in peace. This fundamentally changed

that they always put their work first, and
after that their family, and only in the
last instance their personal needs. The
Wellbeing Project helps them to turn that
burn-out spiral into a burn-on spiral and
to develop the insight that they can only
continue productively if they work from
a core of wellbeing.
In my case, I was lucky to encounter
the practice of Zazen, a sitting meditation.
This practice has been a very effective
path towards deeper understanding and
self-acceptance. I think meditation or
mindfulness practices work even more
effectively when combined with some type
of counseling or therapy: any confidential
formal or informal conversation with a
trusted person. Together, mindfulness
and counseling have the enormous transforming power to turn trauma and vulnerability into personal resilience
and sustainability.
Conflict, seen from the perspective of
personal wellbeing, starts within. Very
often we have a set idea about something
and become rigid in our thinking—often
because we see through lens colored by
past personal trauma. It is liberating to
see that conflict prevention also starts
from within and that every sentient being has the power to liberate itself. If we
let terrible events direct our attention
outwards towards injustice, we also need
events that turn us inwards, towards
contemplation, so that we may be able
to continue with meaningful work.
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the lives of about one million subsistence farmers able to return to their homesteads and
lead lives without fear. While Mozambique was declared fully free of land mines in 2015, I
found myself in trouble.
My journey of social commitment, my life of service to the greater good revealed to
me the real risk of losing oneself in empathy with a particular cause. I also see this in
many other people who work for peace and social justice. We need to understand that if
we let the cause devour us, we lack the strength and the equanimity to address the cause,
sustainably and meaningfully. This may lead to burn-out or depression, or substance
dependency, or all kinds of undesirable mental states. When I realized I was about to
burn out, I gave up the managerial responsibilities of my project to focus on myself. To
re-invent myself: Who is Bart without the rats?
Through Ashoka, a network of social entrepreneurs that had endorsed my work, I
became acquainted with another Ashoka fellow, Aaron Pereira, who had been working on
inner wellbeing with social entrepreneurs, based on the vision that doing well in society
is inspired by inner wellbeing.
I went to see him in Paris on a beautiful spring day in 2015, and I was deeply touched
by his project, meant to provide inner development support for seasoned social entrepreneurs. Just like Aaron, I recognized that inner wellbeing really is the most important issue we need to address to lead happy and meaningful lives, and that all we do in the outside world is in a way a reflection of our state of mind. So I proposed working with him
and to help him shoulder this project. Since that day Aaron and I have been colleagues.
The Wellbeing Project is not only focused on modeling support to social change leaders; it actually aims to shift the social change culture from the ideal of the hero/martyr
to a healthier notion of inner wellbeing; it seeks to cultivate prevention at a personal
level that ultimately serves society.
The Wellbeing Project’s work has four principal pillars: First, the Inner Development
Program. This supports experienced social entrepreneurs in finding and nurturing a
deeper sense of wellbeing via personal programs. It consists of three retreats lasting
over one-and-half years to provide support based on individual needs.
Secondly, research and evaluation, which provides the data necessary to meet the
ambition of shifting the culture. In a longitudinal research study on the relationship
between inner work and the quality of social change, data is rigorously collected among
the 60 social entrepreneurs participating in the Inner Development Program.
Thirdly, learning and convening. This pillar convenes global and regional leaders in
the field of social change. They can learn from the research and work together to shift
the culture and explore a new support infrastructure for those working in the field of
social innovation.
And last but most definitely not least, there is storytelling: collecting and sharing
stories from social entrepreneurs about the impact of work on their personal and professional lives.
The Wellbeing Project is a collaborative project governed and executed by four partner
institutions: Ashoka, the Fetzer Institute, Esalen, and the Synergos Institute. In a very
short time, the Wellbeing Project has become a global community of people and institutions, all working towards greater care and compassion for the wonderful people who
work to build a better world, as well as to support the many causes and movements for
which they work.
Individual social entrepreneurs who participate in the program are strongly affected:
they witness deep change in how they approach their work-life balance. Some realize
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THE FUTURE OF CONFLICT
TRANSFORMATION REQUIRES A
DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF THE
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE
SOUTH AND THE NORTH—AND
BETWEEN POLICY, PROJECTS AND
PEOPLE.

“prevention” means—who or what we
want to prevent—does it make sense to
talk about its efficacy.
The writings of Johan Galtung on
the concept of violence supplement
the analysis of direct violence with the
notion of structural violence. Yet in real
project planning this comprehensive
understanding is often significantly lost:
project strategists put the prevention
of direct violence center stage. That has
consequences. We will no longer be
able to recognize what roles structural
violence plays in conflict or that we
form part of this structural violence.
RECOGNIZING INTERACTIONS
Here is an example from a Civil Peace
Service project in Burundi: it already
takes enormous effort to use an intervention to contribute to good relations
among neighboring small farmers and
enable them to solve arguments, for
example, about property lines so that
their chances of survival in a subsistence economy may improve but in fact
simply so they can earn their living for a
few months in the year. What we mask
in this case is the economic influence
and the political power that large landowners—including churches—and production industries (such as coffee and
tea) wield in the areas the very farmers
with whom we are working live. This
power relation prevents small farmers from ever being able to sufficiently
ensure their families’ survival.
While, for example, a conflict resolution project tries to prevent violent conflicts by registering land tenure rights
at the communal level to provide legal
certainty with regard to property, people suddenly realize that the little piece
of land that they have farmed for decades actually belongs to someone else.
Or in another example the legal owners
grasp the value of their property and
use the newly created legal certainty to

expel small farming families so that
they can invest in the land.
Instead of focusing on the great
iniquities with regard to land rights,
Civil Peace Service projects establish committees to resolve, at most,
conflicts among neighbors. This is
because the central conflict would
question the power of regional and
national elites. This bears similarity
to the rural regions of Burundi in
conflicts related to climate change,
the causes of which are definitely not
to be found locally, and conflicts over
the return of refugees following waves
of violence. All of these are issues that
raise questions of justice and which, if
they were fundamentally addressed,
could change power relations.
QUESTIONING OURSELVES AND
EXPANDING OUR PERSPECTIVE
The global context in which we live
and work also concerns Europe. When
nearly a million refugees come to
Germany within one year, our system
is called into question: How do we
integrate these people economically and socially? How can our social
system contain and survive this situation? How should those who have
already been alienated socially benefit
from solidarity? How can we prevent
our borders from becoming places of
violence, death and inhumanity?
We often fail to recognize the
connections in these cases between
our ways of living and the conflicts
in Burundi, in Senegal or in other
regions of the world. Recently, many
people have protested against the
free trade agreement between the EU
and North America, whose disadvantages for our society and eroding
effects on participatory democracy
have been criticized. Yet do we talk
with equal intensity about free trade
agreements that the EU successfully
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In the past twenty years much has
been said about “conflict prevention.”
National and civilian organizations have
been working on it since the turn of the
century, especially on instruments for
planning and shaping conflict interventions and observing their efficacy. It
was a matter of details necessary for
organizing our work comprehensibly
and transparently.
Yet we should now take the time to
step back in order to observe the global
context in which these methods are
employed.
What do we understand when we
hear the term “prevention”? Is it about
preventing the escalation of violence?
Or is it about preventing the emergence
of conflicts? When speaking of “conflict
prevention,” it is often assumed that existing power relations will not change,
for whoever has power does not want
to lose it in the course of conflict resolution processes. We must not espouse
this; otherwise we will hinder conflicts
from unleashing their positive potential
and driving development.
We need, rather, to understand that
conflicts are extensive; that the violence
we experience in conflicts expresses—
perhaps even causes—but does not
form the core of these conflicts. Our
abhorrence of immediate violence
turns into a fascination that blocks our
view of the true nature of conflicts.
Conflicts are part of coexistence.
They call emphatically for changes
and demand justice. Thus, if “conflict
prevention” means we do not want
conflicts (or at least not these!) then
we do not hear this call for justice. And
yet we are surprised when the frustration about basic needs for security,
recognition or developmental perspectives remain unmet to an extent,
already described by Frantz Fanon, that
it erupts, triggered by irrationality and
violence. Only when we explain what
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pushes through in various African counworkers or development aid worktries? These agreements ultimately
ers. The fact is that we usually do not
compel people to leave their homeextensively use our privileges to effect
change, to say nothing of our readiness
lands. Whoever manages to make it to
to give up a few.
Europe alive is greeted as an “economic
If preventing violence is our goal,
refugee,” allegedly less deserving of
then how we can we pursue it such that
protection rights than a war refugee.
the people affected clearly understand
We say to those who stay home and
that we really take the connection
have to deal there with the difficult
between immediate and structural
economic situation: Dear farmers! Don’t
violence seriously—particularly in counfight one another—be peaceful! If we
must, then we’ll help you and teach
tries such as Burundi or South Sudan,
you how to mediate conflicts.
where violence has become so
“PART OF L
But why? So that you do not
integral to daily life? The
THE ANSWER
come to us and so that
challenge is to take the
INVOLVES ILLUMIwe can continue to do
decisive and difficult
NATING AND CHANGING
business with large land
step and to actuINTERACTIONS
owners?
ally work with these
BETWEEN ALL PLAYERS,
In the 1990s the
people—not for them;
INCLUDING
to stand by them and
Weltfriedensdienst
OURSELVES.”
to share the necessary
spearheaded a project in
collaboration with the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Bäuerliche Landwirtschaft (ABL), a farmers’ association
for sustainable and social agriculture,
to illuminate these connections and
make the dynamics of global economic
structures clear to farmers’ representatives from the South. Project work with
partners in Guinea-Bissau and Senegal
were perceived in light of farm economies in Germany. The international
Via Campesina network practiced lived
solidarity among the rural populations
on all continents and made the common challenges in the global South and
North visible. We need more of this.
THE FUTURE
When we analyze the various connections and their interactions, then we
inevitably come across ourselves and
our work. Power relations are very
closely connected to privileges. We
have a superficial impression that we
are doing something meaningful and
good and we make an honest effort
when we work in the South as peace

struggle.
This reminds me of a conversation that Mahatma Gandhi had
with an educated young man named
Jugatram Dave in the 1920s when Dave
asked what he could do for India’s
independence. Gandhi sent him to
Vedchchi, a small, indigenous village in
the interior of Gujarat and a povertystricken community that had been exploited by large landowners. Jugatram
spent his entire life there and developed educational ideas concerned with
freedom. As a result, many of his pupils
also became social justice activists. The
fruits, meaning the effects, will depend
upon our readiness to see ourselves as
part of structural violence and to guide
our own actions accordingly.
WEIGHING AND SHAPING
CONSEQUENCES
Therefore, the actual challenge in
prevention is its premises. What do we
actually mean by “prevention” and is
everyone involved in a peace project—from those affected in a conflict

to donors—actually talking about the
same goals? If we really want to work
through the structural causes of violence and include our own role in this
violence by dealing critically with our
own privileges in the planning, then we
must introduce new instruments to our
shaping processes. For example, I can
imagine the “intersectionality” approach
from the anti-racist feminist theory
which examines the systematic causal
relationships between various social
identities and inequality and injustice at
various levels.
There must also be new room for
planning. We need people who are
close enough that they can establish
trusting relationships and distant
enough to be able to support selfreflection on the part of partners and
organizations in Germany.
Part of the answer involves illuminating and changing interactions between all players, including ourselves.
To do so, we need to look anew and
decide what to make public in order
to see and analyze conflicts in both a
global and personal context. It is not
sufficient to present our peace projects
and ask for more funding to increase
the quantity of peace projects. If those
of us who work professionally on
conflicts and peace do not do this, who
should? We have spent twenty years
working on instruments. Now we need
to see which roles they play in a given
context and how we can deal or work
with them. We have a social responsibility to fulfill.

HAGEN BERNDT
M.A., trainer and
consultant on conflict
transformation and
for communal conflict
advice

VISTA

CULTIVATING PEACE

NOW

Together we can shape the world. Like a mosaic, the future is built from
individual visions and pieces of knowledge. Bundling these ideas and seeing a
picture of prevention in the future emerge—this is KOMPASS vision.
We are on a journey to a new culture of peace and the authors in this issue
have provided some signposts on the path.
Dr. Scilla Elworthy makes concrete proposals to illustrate that peace policy is
a viable global strategy. Dr. Christine Schweitzer re-envisions the current conflict
cycle. Hagen Berndt poses questions about our self-understanding that can lead
us down a new path towards the future.

develop new ways of thinking and acting with regard to creating peace.

NOW IS THE TIME TO CULTIVATE THE SEEDS OF PEACE.

OUR FUTURE STARTS NOW.
"ONE STEP BEYOND!"

ANNE-DOERTHE BEER UND
JOACHIM CHRISTOPH WEHNELT
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The future of prevention is an invitation to broaden our perspectives and

OPEN UP
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